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ABSTRACT 

 

Travelogue is a form of literature in which the observations and experiences of travel are written. At present times it 

is the most popular form of Urdu literature. In 19th century the beginning of Travelogue in Urdu started. The 

travelogue writers traveled throughout the world saw the circumstances there and made them apart of their 

travelogues. As soon as the conveniences of travel increase the form also developed. Up to now numerous 

travelogues have been written. Urdu travelogue has not only made a great advancement in reference with the 

number but also it has gained a standard.  
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1. DEFINITION OF TRAVELOGUE 

 

Whenever a tourist sets out for a journey, he watches his surroundings very minutely. He observes the 

events and circumstances and calculates different facts and figures and during his journey or after the journey writes 

down his collected observations or experiences. But it is not the writing of a lifeless machine. A living person writes 

it, so it is the collection of feelings of emotions and a glimpse of these feelings and emotions must be there in his 

travelogue. It has to be viewed clearly in the travelogue. The personal likes, dislikes, his prejudices, ideas, and 

feelings including his observation make the part of the travelogue. It is a characteristic of successful travelogue that 

it may take the reader along with the writer and mobilize the events, circumstances and scene of the journey before 

his eyes. He may provide a chance of thinking to the reader and present the events of the journey in such a charming 

way that the reader may be stimulated to make journey himself. Although to maintain interest, a colour of short story 

can be created in the travelogue. But this fact should not be forgotten that instead of imagination the events and the 

circumstances may get priority. However, along with the narration of the places of journey the feeling of journey 

may also be blended. It saves the journey to become an informative book. Travelogue is the combination of 

travelogue writer’s feelings and the experiences. Through it he makes the reader to see the world sitting at home, 

gets historical and geographical information, learns the civilization, culture, way of living, politics, religions of the 

different nations and at the same way he understands the inside of the travelogue writer. The hidden corners of his 

personality come before us. The reflection of his character is clearly seen. The difference of the nature of travelogue 

writer is the cause of differences of the style of writing of the travelogue (Sadeed, 1987). 

Travelogue though, is a narrative form of literature which aims at supplying the events of journey to the 

reader. But mere lifeless information cannot make a book or geography, a travelogue. There is need of a creative 

element. Literary beauty is the source of attraction in the travelogue. The writing can only be made intersecting and 

attention gaining by the literary sources. The Travelogues written in a creative way have everlasting and fresh 

characteristics. Uncreative travelogues lose their importance with time. For this purpose, freshness of language, 

fluency and attraction should also be kept in view. The narration according to the situation adds to the effectiveness. 

Very strict standards are needed to make the travelogue interesting and meaningful. In connection of language and 

narration utmost care should be taken. The style of the narration should be according to the nature of the travelogue. 

In connection of the events of journey a great care should also be taken. And unnecessary details to make the 

travelogue long should be avoided. And then a relativity and continuity should be maintained in the travelogue, 

particularly in the travelogues written in the technique of letters lack continuity and relativity among different events 

of the travels. Wherever it is necessary descriptions should be carefully presented. The element of humour helps a 

lot to make the travelogue interesting but here also the quality is more important than the quantity. The pictures and 

drawings of the areas traveled make the travelogue more interesting and lucid (Mehmood, 1995).  
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2. THE BEGINNING OF URDU TRAVELOGUE WRITING 

 

During the 18th century the shape of Urdu prose was not clearly gained and mostly there were the examples 

of difficult prose writing. But from the establishment of Fort William College started the advancement of Urdu 

prose, the prose written here mostly consisted of dastans and were in the form of translations. Some were self 

written and their language was kept very simple and understandable. The element of journey is dominant in these 

dastans and the journey proves the only source of success in them. The most important is the ‘Bagh o Bahar’ of Mir 

Amn in which four Darwaishs set out for their journey and narrate the events and the circumstances of their journey. 

‘Araish e Mehfil’ of Haider Bakhsh Haideri consists of seven travels of Hatim Tai. In ‘Dastan e Amir Hamza’ and 

‘Mazhab e Ishq’ the events of travel have been advanced and the aim is achieved. These prose dastans cannot be 

called travelogues. There is a plenty of supernatural elements in them and they all belong to the world of 

imagination than that of reality. But these do have the early lines of Urdu Travelogue writing (Baig, 1999). 

‘Ajaibat e Farang’ is admitted as the first travelogue of Urdu literature whose writer is Yousaf Khan 

Kambal Posh. He traveled through England in1837 and spent about 9 months in journey. His travelogue is called 

‘Tarikh e Yousfi’ also (Kambal Posh, 1998). Yousaf Khan Kambal Posh made this journey in order to visit and get 

recreation from the journey. During his visit to England he looks much impressed by some places. Perhaps this is 

due to a feeling of slavery in any part of the mind. And everything relating to the masters, the English keeps 

superiority in it. Or he watches a new world with an eye of awe and wonder. Everything there is interesting for him 

and wonderful. He has got help of his deep observation. He is so much impressed by the civilization there. The 

narration of ancient buildings, theaters of London, Paris and Askandria are also present in his travelogue. Along 

with it he compares the circumstances of Europe and the progress made there with those of India. He expresses his 

sorrow for the backwardness of the Indians. ‘Ajaibat e Farang’ although has a simple style but there are the elements 

of a good travelogue in it. There is simplicity and fluency also in the prose. But at some places he has presented the 

colourfulness of writing. Some places expose the immaturity of his prose but collectively this travelogue is the best 

sample of boldness of narration, spontaneity and realism.  

 

3. THE TRAVELOGUE IN 19TH CENTURY 

 

In 19thcentury a great number of travelogues came forward. The cause of this plenty of new travelogues can 

be the conveniences of travel that had immensely increased. The period of pedestrians had come to an end. The 

modern swift source of transportation had shortened the distances. As a result of these conveniences of journey, the 

people had gained great interest in travel. Moreover Urdu language had gained a style in which every kind of 

experiences and observations could be expressed. The beginning of travelogue began in the fourth decade of 19th 

century and by the end of 19th century it had achieved maturity (Qureshi, 1987).  

In view of style this was the period of simplicity and narrative prose developed in this period. Difficult prose 

had been rejected. So the tendency of the simplicity can be seen in travelogues. Most of the travelogues have 

narrative and eventual style. Attention had been paid towards realism. In the travelogue of that period, the blend of 

story is not so much. So the travelogues of this period have individuality in them. The19th century is the century of 

British dominance on India. Politically the British had occupied the whole India. More over European civilization 

attacked India tremendously. The Indians were laying the foundation of European civilization where as its 

opposition was also being made with the same intensity. The people were anxious to see the land of their masters. In 

that period many Indians had a chance to go to Europe. On one hand some people traveled to see various political 

activities in the Britain, on the other hand journeys were made for recreation and to observe the political system 

there.  

Since the journey to Europe was the journey of ruled ones in the land of the rulers so there is a feeling of 

inferiority complex in them. Most of the travelogue writers are so much impressed by the splendor and progress of 

the English and praise them forcefully. They think their own civilization and way of living very low. They do not 

care for the short comings of European civilization. Their bright side remains always before them. Along with the 

inferiority complex, they have a feeling of wonder. The traveler in a new world sees everything with wonder 

stricken eyes and is bewildered. He is under a state of wonder and curiosity. Everything is a wonder and a strange 

show for the traveler. Most of the travelogue writers of the period made travels for a particular aim and objective. 

Especially the reformers like Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Muhammad Hussain Azad and Shibli Noumani had always the 

reformation and betterment of the nation before them during the travels. 

Sir Syed had an immense feeling of national pain and idea of its service. He wanted that the nation may adopt 

good principles of the English and march to the destination of progress. So during his journey to England he 

inspected the educational system there and wanted to develop the nation on those lines. This journey of Sir Syed 
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lasted for a year and half in England. His sons Syed Hamid and Syed Mehmood were also with him. He sent the 

description of his journey from London which was published in the news paper ‘Scientific Society Aligrah’ in 

installments. This is the reason Sir Syed is blamed to be Christian. The travelogue of Sir Syed was published by the 

name of ‘Musfran e London. He studied the life in England very minutely, saw the educational system, inspected the 

educational standard of the country, felt the need of the education for women. Has watched European civilization, 

cultural life and the development there, with a deep eye and began to make a graph for his country on those lines. 

Another aim of the journey of Sir Syed was to answer the book of William Meyour, ‘The life of Muhammad’. In this 

way this journey of him was purely full of objectivity. By the study of his travelogue, his patriotism and deep love of 

nation can fully be felt. He had an emotion of developing nation, learning something from the life of Europe. 

Travelogue of Sir Syed is interesting and informative also. The information regarding the life in England, its 

geography, civilization, way of life and progress, all are described there (Ahmed Khan, 1961).  

The aim of travels of Shibli Noumani was to collect historical information of Egypt, Rome and Syria. So that 

with the help of them the Muslims may compile such books as may remind the Muslim of their past glory, and get 

rid of inferiority complex. He set out on his journey in 1892.His travelogue is an important travelogue of Rome, 

Egypt and Syria. In this travelogue he has narrated the living conditions and impressive social ways. The description 

of beauty of nature is also there. This travelogue has a great importance with reference to cultural, social, historical 

and religious point of view. Shibli Noumani narrates his visits of Tarki, Sypris, Beroot, Bait ul Muqadas and visited 

the libraries there. He has made a detailed description of their culture way of living, geography, history, news 

papers, mosques, shrines and the places of entertainment. To strengthen his references he has quoted the narrations 

of Ibn e Batota and other travelers and he has tried to finish those misunderstandings which have been created by 

western travelers regarding Turkey and other Muslim countries. This travelogue has an attractive style of narration 

and fresh beautiful prose (Noumani).  

Muhamad Husssin Azad for the accomplishment of Persian dictionary and collection of material for it, 

travelled to Iran in 1985. Some researchers have described the aim of this journey to get detective information for 

the British Govt. Azad delivered on his return from this journey lectures and this travelogue consists of those events 

which he narrated in these lectures. Azad has described the way of life of the people of Iran, there dress and their 

other interests. He has also presented the cultural and social background of that country. He met the nobles and 

religious scholars of Iran, there introduction is also present in the travelogue. The journey of Azad to Iran was full of 

difficulties. In the way he has to face different perils. He has stated the condition of the seasons, oceans, rivers, hills 

and other objects of nature very attractively. Muhammad Hussain Azad has narrated his experiences and 

observations in a very colourful and pretty style, his style spell bounds the readers (Azad).  

In the travelogues of this period ‘Ajaebat e Farang’ of Yousaf Khan Kambal Posh, ‘Musafran e Landon’ of 

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, ‘Aina e Sikandary’ of Babo Shankar, ‘Safarnama e Europe’ of Nisar Ali Beig, ‘Ser e Hamdi’ 

of Nawab Muhammad Hamid Ali Khan, ‘Ajaebat e Amrica’ of Munshi Allah Dita, are travelogues of western 

countries. Although in every travelogues the individual nature of travelogues writer is present but a state of wonder 

on seeing new world is common in all the travelogues. In the same way the travelogue written for the countries of 

east are found in a great number. In which the travelogues of ‘Ser e Iran’ of Muhammad Hussain Azad, ‘Safarnam e 

Rais’ of Nawab Muhammad Umer Ali Khan, ‘Safarnama e Rome o Misr o Sham’ of Shibli Noumani, ‘MojodaHalat 

e Misr’ of Nawab Muhammad Ali Khan and ‘Shehanshah e Jarmanika Safar e Qustuntunia’, are included.  These are 

the travelogues of China, Iran, Afghanistan, Egypt, Rome, Syria and Turki. In these, the culture, civilization and 

way of living of these countries have been stated. Out of these most of the travelogue writers went there for the 

educational or good will aims, as in the travelogues of many Muslim countries. The sweetness of this religious 

relation, the people going to Haj and other holy places are also described. In this respect a great number of 

travelogues are found. Most of them are the travelogues of Haj. In fact instead of so many facilities in journey, it is 

not easy to make a journey. Difficulties of many kinds are faced. Main cause of this is shortage of information about 

those areas. The people were not aware of the problems of new places. In these travelogues the writers have 

accumulated the information regarding the journey. So these travelogues work as a guide books in which the sources 

of journey, the fare of journey to  different areas, detail of residential problems, the habits and manners of the people 

and the information about offering religious duties. Moreover historical and geographic information, civilization, 

culture, climate and other information are also included. In this way these travelogues are very important in view of 

informative reference. The travelogues of Huj contain ‘Tarikh e Waqe Haj’ of Nawab Sikandar Begum, ‘Sirajul 

Harmen’ of Tajamul Hussain, ‘Saadat e Darain’ of Hakeem Faridud Din, ‘Safarnama e Hermain’ of haji Muhammad 

Zawar Khan, ‘Manmba e Harmain’ of Muhammad Azed Bakhsh Qadri, ‘Rahnuma e Hujaj’ of Munshi Syed Barkat 

Ali, ‘Risala e Haj’ of Haji Alee mud Din, ‘Safarnama e Hijaz’ of MirzaIrfan Ali Beig, Etc. these travelogues have 

also an importance that they provide us with the help about religious teachings, particularly for the parts of Haj and 

details of Umrah and prayers at different places.  
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The travelogue ‘Ser e Kashmir, of Pandat Kaniha Lal, ‘Bagh e No Bahar’ of Syed Karim Ali, ‘Serul 

Mohtashim’ of Nawab Ghous Muhammad Khan, ‘Safarnama e Amin Chand’ of Munshi Amin Chand, ‘Sarw e Riaz’ 

of Sheikh Muhammad Riazud Din, ‘Aina e Hairat’ of Mirza Auz Ali Baig, ‘Safarnama e Punjab’ of Sir Syed Ahmed 

Khan, ‘Dehliaur Is kay Atraf’ of Moulana Abdul Hai, are the local travelogues of India. The travelogues of foreign 

countries provide detailed information about other countries. The travelogues of India are valuable treasures of 

information about India. Most of the journeys have been made for tourism. The nature of some is also political. In 

these travelogues, civilization of land, local languages, customs, population, dress, etc have been described in detail. 

Moreover the beautiful scene of nature is also described and it adds to the interest of these travelogues. In the 

travelogues of 19th century, mostly narrative style is present. Imagination and creative process has given a less 

permission. There is no sign of fiction but the travelogue writers include many stylish writings. In their travelogues 

in addition to information the literary style is of great value. The travelogue writers of this period include their own 

personality not much but instead of it pay more attention to facts and information. If classification of style of 

narration is to be done, we can divide it in three parts. 

Urdu prose was in the early stages of its new style. So uprightness of style of narration can be seen in some 

travelogue writers. The example is the style of the travelogue of Sir Syed and his companions. It has the capacity of 

presenting facts due to its scientific style. A style of narration along with simplicity of creative ability is kept in it 

and it has the colourful narration also. Travelogue of Shibli Noumani and Azad are representative of it.  

 

4. THE TRAVELOGUE WRITING BEFORE THE FREEDOM 

 

20th century is the century of change in old attitudes. In this century everything had a change in it. Various 

forms of Urdu literature tend to modernity. But they maintain a relation with the old traditions. A change occurred in 

the style of Urdu travelogue to some extent but this change cannot be called the complete change. In the early 

travelogues of 20th century, the writers did not forget the informative importance of travelogues. They provided all 

the details of the events of the journey to the readers. The areas which they visited, they provided their politics, 

religion, economics, education, civilization and culture, climate, geography, customs and tradition, social behaviours 

and all kind of information through their travelogues. In this way these travelogues have a status of guidebooks. 

They have also full historical information. But the change that we see, is that along with the provision of information 

the travelogue writers has started to present feelings and emotions also. In this way instead of keeping their 

personality quit away, they have begun to participate in the journey themselves. In this way the travelogue writer 

does not seem to be a neutral man, but he is himself a part of the landscape.  

From the point of view of style, the tendency of change is also visible. Instead of quit simple informative 

style there is a trend of creating literary sweetness in narration and language. Qazi Abdul Ghaffar in his travelogue 

‘Naqsh e Farang’, has presented his observation in literary style. Travelogues of Nishatun Nisa Bagum ‘Safarnama e 

Hijaz’ has a freshness and Spontaneity. The style of Ghulam us Saqlain is also simple, free and charming (Abdul 

Ghafar, 1924). 

In this period important travelogue writres are: Begum Hasarat Mohani, Khawja Hassan Nizami, Hussain 

Shahid, Khawja Ahmed Abbas, Rashid ul Khairi, Syed Suleman Nadvi, Qazi Abdul Ghafar, Sheikh Abdul Qadir, 

Ghulam us Saqlain Naqvi, Syed Abul Zafar Nadvi, Alyas Barni, Amir Ahmed Alvi, Sheikh Muhammad Badrul 

Islam Fazli, Sir Raza Ali, Hfiz Abudl Rehman Amratsari, Atia Faizi, Fateh Ali Khan, Munshi Mehbob Alam, Agha 

Ashraf, Muhammad Hafeezur Rehman, Muhammad Ali Qasori, Masood Ahmed Abassi, QaziWali Muhammad.  

 

5. URDU TRAVELOGUE WRITING AFTER FREEDOM 

 

In the second half of the present century, the form of travelogue had developed much. In the first half Urdu 

travelogue was entangled in the tussle of ancient and modern. In the travelogue writing of the early periods, the 

writer impartially provides the details of the journey before the reader and plays only the character of a silent 

spectator but contrary to it modern travelogue writer himself became the part of any panorama. He does not collect 

the information of journey but makes everything coming in observation his own part. He is moved by these things 

and expresses reaction (Ahmed, 2012).  

Modern travelogue has given importance to emotional ups and downs of the traveler. Which keeps him 

uneasy to express his opinion in a creative way on seeing the new things and objects, in such a travelogue the 

traveler not only seems to be a part of the scene but it seems that he has become one with the whole surrounding. 

The benefits of modern travelogue are not only ideal but there is a great work of imagination there also. The traveler 

not only travels in the geographical land but he returns to the past and discovers the past also. In this way in modern 

travelogue the journey has not only the narration of observations or experiences but it reflects the feelings and the 
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emotions of the writer also. These days many other sources in addition to travelogue are present. So the reader of the 

travelogue doesn’t read the travelogue only for the information but he wants to get enjoyment from it. This is the 

cause that to create a creativity and literary sweetness in travelogue has become a must; the writer cannot do without 

it. In modern travelogue the colour of short story seems dominant to some extent. The travelogue writers are getting 

help from the techniques of short stories and novels to make it interesting. So the travelogues sometimes resemble 

short stories or novels. Travelogue is another form from the short story. It cannot bear romanticism. This tendency 

has given it a setback to some extent. It is not true that the style of travelogue has been utterly changed. Some 

travelogue writers still keep the same old style. Their attention is only limited to the supply of information. In this 

way they seem to be abiding by the old tradition. In some travelogues the writer uses the ancient and modern style at 

the same time. 

Important travelogue writers after freedom are, Agha Sohail, Ibrahim Jalees, Ibn e Insha, Abu ul Hassan Ali 

Naqvi, Akhtar Riazud Din, Asad Gilani, Ishfaq Hussain, AfzalAlvi, Amjad Islam Amjad, Intizar Hussain, A 

Hameed, Bushra Rehman, Bilqis Riaz, Jamilud Din Aali, Hamza Farooqi, Ram Lal, Rafiq Dogar, Saira Hashmi, 

Shorish Kashmiri, Ghulam us Saqlain Naqvi, Quratul Ain Haider, Gopi Chand Narang, Hakeem Saeed, Mustansar 

Husssain Tarar, Mukhtar Masood, Mumtaz Mufti. It is mentionable that the number of travelogues is four times than 

the collective number of travelogues written in the previous periods and with the time the form of travelogue is 

gaining more popularity and so with the same ratio the number of travelogues is increasing rapidly. It can be said the 

most popular form of Urdu literature in the present age.  

 

SUMMARY 

 

Urdu travelogue found great writers from the very beginning. Therefore this form got a great favour very soon. 

The early travelogues of Urdu are mostly of informative nature. But as soon as the travelogue stepped forward topics of 

every nature were included in it. In the 20th century this form of literature progressed more. When the means of journey 

were easier the travelogue writing got rapidness and the travelers began to include the journey of many countries in the 

Travelogue. Now it is the most important form of Urdu literature. And every artist is sharing it.  
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